In the above mentioned paper (this journal, vol. 16 (1982), pp. 161-191 ; in what follows it is denoted by [Z]) we proved Theorem 2 on a weak as well as on a strong convergence of a fully discrete approximate solution [/ ô to the exact solution u of the problem P'. The assertion || u R -t/| Hc ([o,r] ;H R ) ~* 0 is not correct because the approximate solution U b is not continuously extended on the interval [0, T] . Hère, we correct it in two ways and prove it even without any regularity requirement on w. Before doing it we remark that (1.1), (1.2),..., (2.1) ? (2.2), etc. mean équations from [Z] . The équations in this addendum are denoted by (1), (2) 
If in addition, a (u, u -v) -a(v, u -v)^ y[u -v] LPi0>T; V) -0, || u -^ô || XW; K) -0 -
Remark 1 : Let H be a Hubert space which is dense and continuously imbedded in a separable reflexive Banach space V, let w 0 e H, ƒ e 1/(0, T ; V') and let >4(fi) be a nonlinear operator from V in F'. We consider the problem
and we assume that (u\ u -vy -(A(v\ u~vy ^ y[u -v] These assertions foliow from the Theorem {H R = H, H s = 0).
Remark 2 : We consider the problem (7) with a linear operator
Vu e F , a = const > 0 . Then
Mu.veV .
Hence 4(u) is monotone and satisfies ii) of Remark 1 with p = 2. From monotonicity and linearity it follows that A{u) is continuous. Evidently, the assumptions i), ii) of Remark 1 are fulfilled. 
Remark 4 : We consider a set of, in gênerai, nonuniform partitions of the interval [0, T] : 0 = t 0 < t x < ... < t r = T. We dénote At = max At £ , At f = t £ -t t _ u and we assume that the set of partitions has the following properties : 1) at -> 0, 2) min AL ^ a 0 At for all partitions where <r 0 is a positive constant which does not depend on the chosen partition (nor on h). Let the approximate solution be defined by means of the Euler backward scheme, i.e. by 
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From (3.37) and (3.13) it follows that the second intégral is bounded from above by 
The result of all these estimâtes can be written in this way :
where
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By means of (9) we prove that
To this end we remark that C *([ ( Therefore we may use (9) with this v and we get f 1 A " " 1
which is in contradiction with Y dn ^ 8 0 for n ^ 1. Now we show that (10) 
The fîrst two intégrais on the right-hand side are the same as before. The last three are equal to 
